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Mega miner unblocked games

We may use cookies to customize your work, including analytics and ad display. Find out more page 2Page 3Storing 4Storing 5Storing 6 Play: Small | Medium | Big or Mega Miner is a fun mining game that challenges your brain. Dig deep for minerals and gems and then sell them with profits! To get started, click Small, Medium or Large or PLAY THE GAME
below the image on the left. The game opens in a pop-up window. Use your income to buy mining upgrades, and complete mining missions for extra money. Mega Shakhtar - Instruction Mega Shakhtar trains concentration, speed of thinking, and problem solving skills. Note: The on-screen instructions are easiest to read if you choose the Large Size pop-up.
Mega Miner has plenty of resources for you to discover - including coal, iron, silver, gold, sapphires, emeralds, rubies, and diamonds. But collecting them is not always easy. The most valuable material is deep underground and harder to collect. (Tip: Click the Map tab on the right edge of the screen to see where the nearest mineral deposits are located.)
This game is more than just collecting stones. You will need to carefully manage your time, equipment and resources. For example, your mining ship may occasionally need repairs in the Mechanic store. You're more likely to want to purchase upgrades for your ship, including better drills, larger fuel tanks and coolant systems. Namely, fuel is the cost. All
these things cost money, so you'll need to use your thinking skills to make this a profitable venture! If you like this game, you can enjoy Deep Diver 2, a deep-sea submarine adventure game. HOW TO PLAY. Short advertisements usually appear when the game window opens. Then press the PLAY button to open the Mega Shakhtar menu screen. Click The
New Game button to start a new game, or click download game to continue playing one of the previously saved sessions. When you start a new game, click an empty slot (1.2 or 3) to save the game session later. To open a saved game, click the Download Game button, and then select the saved games (Slot 1, 2, or 3) that you want to continue. You can
save up to three separate mega miner gaming sessions. To keep the game running, you need to enable cookies in your browser. To save during the game, drive your mining ship to save the tower and press SPACEBAR. This saves your game to any save slot selected from the main menu. You can save the same game an unlimited number of times. Getting
started. You start the Mega Miner game with $300 on your account. You can use your money to purchase upgraded mining equipment. These updates Help you collect gems, gold and other minerals more efficiently. You will also need money to pay for periodic repairs and buy fuel. Here are the first tips from the in-game tutorial: Use Arrow keys to go
around. Click the down arrow to start drilling. Pay attention to the dials. Lower left dials show your health and retention capacity, while lower right dials show temperature and fuel levels. As you progress through Mega Miner, the screen hints how they appear automatically to help you learn the game. Press SPACEBAR to close tooltip. MINING. Look at the
underground part of the screen for mineral deposits. Minerals appear as areas of loose rock in the soil. Next, use the ARROW KEYS to drive your miner down to the minerals to collect them. To collect minerals, just driver your mining vessel over them. The first mineral I found was COAL. From the tutorial: You extract your first resource. Resources can be
sold on the market. Different resources sell for different amounts. You will have to drill deeper to find more valuable ones. SALE OF MINERALS. To sell on the market, drive your mining ship to the front of the market building and then press SPACEBAR. The Welcome to My Market window opens. One unit of coal (the least valuable resource) sell for $20, for
example. To sell the minerals that are in your cargo hold, click the Sell button in the Welcome to My Market window. This adds money to your account and removes minerals from your cargo hold. Update. Once you've made some money selling minerals or performing missions, visit the upgrade store. There you can buy attachments and equipment for your
Mega Miner ship. There are six categories of upgrades you can buy: drills, chassis, tank, cooler, hold, and items. In each category, items are priced from low to high. Based on the prices of some of the high-end equipment, it looks like you'll need to do quite a bit of mining to afford fancy stuff. 1) Drills (4 types, for breaking through hard rock): Sapphire drill.
This affordable drill will speed up your drilling, saving you time and fuel. Cost: $600. Emerald drill. This drill is not only fast, but also has no problem breaking through the stone. Cost: $8,000. Ruby drill. Ready for some serious speed? This drill stirs the earth and stone. Cost: $20,000. Diamond drill. The ultimate drill. Nothing can stop it, not even hard stone!
Cost: $80,000. 2) Chassis (4 types, to reduce body damage): Light chassis. A lightweight plate is better than no plate and it comes cheap! Cost: $500. Middle chassis. Drill through the stone with minimal damage due to this medium shed. Cost: $2,000. Heavy chassis. This heavy shed will make visiting mechanics a rare event. Cost: $9,000. Armored chassis.
For a serious miner, this armor plate a small bomb! Cost: $22,000. 3) Tank (4 types, this is your fuel tank): 10l Tank. Fuel is vital for drilling deeper. This tank will help you get started. Cost: $400. 20l tank. Mine longer without the need Cost: $9,000. 30l tank. Stay underground longer with this high-capacity reservoir. Cost: $24,000. 40l tank. The biggest and
best. Spend time mining, not refueling. Cost: $50,000. 4) Cooler (4 types, protects your mining drill from overhing): Fan. The deeper you go, the hotter it gets. This fan will keep you cool for longer. Cost: $800. Double fan. Still too hot for you? Two fans are better than one! Cost: $5,000. Cooling system. Fans missing? This cooling system uses advanced
technology to keep you cool. Cost: $18,000. Climate control. This allows you to work in temeratures up to 1000 degrees! Cost: $60,000. 5) Hold (4 types, increases the bandwidth of your cargo hold): 15 units. Need more storage? This retention provides it at a low price. Cost: $750. 20 units Even greater abstinence means fewer trips to the surface. Cost:
$10,000. 25 units Tired of leaving valuable minerals behind? Expand to this 25 capacity retention. Cost: $23,000. 30 units This massive hold ensures you get a maximum of $$$ when you get back to the surface. Cost: $55,000. 6) Items (5 types, different gears to make mining easier): Repair kit. Avoid travel to mechanics. Restores 50% health. Single use.
Cost: $500. Additional fuel. Avoid expensive rescue costs. Restores 25% of fuel. Single use. Cost: $500. Sonar Pulse. The best in sonar equipment. Reveals the area around you. Single use. Cost: $250. Sit. Place this underground, and move freely between it and the surface. Single use. Cost: $1,200. Dynamite. Kabuom! Destroys everything around him.
Single use. Cost: $300. Note: To view the current items, click the Items tab on the left side of the screen. To purchase any update, click the name of the update to select it, and then click Buy. Missions. There are quite a few missions available in Mega Miner. Working on missions is a fun way to get extra money. Unlike missions in other games, you don't have
to take a mission to work on it. You are really working on all missions at the same time. To test your progress toward a specific mission goal, check the Mission Board regularly. From the tutorial: Visit mission board to find ways to earn extra money. Clicking on the mission will show your progress. Some of the types of missions at Mega Miner include: coal
miner, iron miner, silver miner, gold miner, Saphir miner, emerald miner, Ruby Miner, ANS Diamond Miner.These missions include finding and mining resources for reward. For example, a coal miner mission requires to find and collect 20 pieces The reward for completing the coal miner's mission is $400. But the missions don't stop there. There are more
sophisticated and lucrative ones such as Digging Deep, Under Pressure, Rock Bottom, Black Box, Lost King, Treasures!, Giant Gems, Explorer, Prospect and Excavator. Advanced types of missions do not always include minerals. For example, for Mission, you need to find looted, buried by an old bounty hunter. Your reward: $10,000. REPAIR AND FUEL.
Visit the mechanic shop to make repairs to your ship. To buy fuel, visit the fuel depot. Tycoon style game like Mega Shakhtar make great brain games. They challenge your brain on many different levels. You have to use logic, planning, memory and problem solving skills to be successful at these games. Enjoy! Published on: 07/21/2012 Last updated at
06/11/2020 The game is distributed GamesList.com. Used with permission. If you find the page above interesting, fun or useful, please click the Like and/or Share button below. Feel free to leave a comment as well. Thank you very much! Newgrounds accounts are free and registered users see fewer ads! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ... 54 ... 96 finished the game,
but only 1/3 of all medals unlock :/ It's like minecraft, but you're playing with drills! Great game. Fun and rest after a long day. Good job! A simple game with good art and satisfying mechanics. Elegant and self-filled. Thanks for the experience! Words blurred and unreadable Page 2 Cyclomaniac are back in search of saving the princess from evil game
developers! Let gosprozion begin! Puzzle platformer with 40 body levels infects fun! Tons of upgrades, epic bosses, action packed and easy to pick up the game! Build units and develop your base to defeat the enemy! Survive as long as possible and delve as deep as you can in the cave there is no return. Adventure Golf... but with cows, frogs, ski runs,
torpedoes and a small alien kidnapping. Protect your lab from invading aliens with barricades, hot lead and crazy science. Clash with the police as you and your gang rampage through the streets of London. Shoot the clock in your face! For America! Watch out for a lone soldier as he discovers a mystery in the lunar forest. Perform a series of tests with a
wrapper portals to observe the scientist! Sophisticated retro shooter with unique upgrade system! Play like Bob as he does his daily routine in the NG store! All your favorite watch characters are in trouble! Save them from the tsunami! StrawberriesCluk gets to drive! Strawberries vs. the world! Pack your detection mechanism and clear cities infected with
ever-changing vampires. A brief story of a boy and a girl of his dreams. Liar liar, pants on ph... Kuboi! Find, climb and trample your way through a huge forest! Search for clues and gathering evidence. Why do I dream about where I was born, and why is this house empty? Take control of the charming, smooth-speaking chap aptly named Jerome. Build tanks
and destroy tanks in this RTS from Pixel Masters Nitrome. Classic arcade style 3D racer, fast, furious, drift based on fun. Part 2 Synapsis Adventure game. Be a villain in this tower attack, siege instead of defending yourself, and take over the world. Use your Venom V-1 tank to break through the enemy's defense... Enemy... through an imaginary GAEM
playape in search of normality. Extract minerals and sell them for cash. Upgrade your hardware to get mine deeper! Play, create and share Negative-Space puzzles! Drag holes, fall through walls, have fun! The moon exploded, it's your mission to recover it... with cheese! the sequel to the popular game Hurry Bob arrives!!! Blow up buildings responsibly in this
puzzle game from Nitrome! Nitrome!
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